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Drupal 6 Social NetworkingPackt Publishing, 2009
Build a social or community web site, with friends lists, groups, custom user profiles, and much more
	Step-by-step instructions for putting together a social networking site with Drupal 6
	Customize your Drupal installation with modules and themes to match the needs of almost any social networking site
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Oracle Database 12c Backup and Recovery Survival GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	A comprehensive guide for every DBA to learn recovery and backup solutions


	Overview

	
		A practical reference to all Oracle backup and recovery options available, making it essential to any DBA in the world
	
		A valuable guide for readers on the most frequent backup and recovery scenarios they can...
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Hacking Windows XP (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Check out the view from Steve Sinchak's Windows
Sure, Windows XP is already superior to its predecessors. But what if you could make it even better? Well, stop reading the cover and buy this book, because that’s exactly what it teaches you. This is the serious stuff–step-by-step hacks that beef up speed and security, customize...
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Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get your mission-critical systems up and running quickly—and maximize your organization’s productivity—with the essential guide to installing, configuring, and managing the Windows Server 2003 family. This comprehensive administrator’s reference details operating system features and capabilities and provides...
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Pro SQL Server 2012 Administration (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	Pro SQL Server 2012 Administration is a one-stop source for all the knowledge you'll need to professionally manage a database under Microsoft SQL Server 2012. SQL Server administration is a complex field requiring an unusually broad and well-rounded skill set. A good database administrator must be part system...
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Elasticsearch: A Complete GuidePackt Publishing, 2017

	End-to-end Search and Analytics


	About This Book

	
		Solve your data analytics problems with the Elastic Stack
	
		Improve your user search experience with Elasticsearch and develop your own Elasticsearch plugins
	
		Design your index, configure it, and distribute it â€• you'll...
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Beginning SQL Server 2005 AdministrationWrox Press, 2006
For the first time, SQL Server 2005 provides features that can support large-scale enterprise databases. With this powerful new release, you may find yourself being called upon to perform duties that are no longer strictly "administrative," duties that have become much more complicated and difficult. With that in mind, a team of...
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MediaWiki 1.1: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	MediaWiki is the free, open-source wiki engine software that powers Wikipedia and many of the other popular wikis across the Web. Written in PHP, it possesses many features that make it the engine of choice for large collaborative wikis: flexible markup, comprehensive user management, multimedia handling, and more. Whether you are creating a...
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Drupal 6 Site Builder SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2008
Who this book is written for?

This book is designed primarily for business owners who want to create a new website for their company or upgrade a company website to be easier to maintain and have advanced capabilities.

Whether you know Drupal or not, this book will be your guide to a powerful website.
...
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MCTS 70-680 Cert Guide: Microsoft Windows 7, ConfiguringQue, 2010

	MCTS Windows 7 Configuring Cert Guide (Exam 70-680) is designed for network administrators, network engineers, and consultants who are pursuing the Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) or Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP) certifications for Windows 7. This book covers the “TS: Microsoft Windows...
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Learning Heroku PostgresPackt Publishing, 2015

	Efficiently design, implement, and manage a successful PostgreSQL database with Heroku


	About This Book

	
		Manage and optimize your PostgreSQL database with Heroku Postgres
	
		Secure your database with rollback, followers and forks functionalities
	
		A step-by-step tutorial with...
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Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid Control Handbook (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Let’s just look it right in the eye and call it out. We in the IT industries have been barraged with the buzzwords over and over again since we rolled into the new millennium: the transition to utility computing, or grid computing, or cloud computing (depending on the source/exact month/position of the stars in the sky). We’ve...
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